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ABSTRACT

The current increase of scientific interest in all

forms of floating ice - sea ice, lake ice, river ice, ice

shelves and icebergs - has occurred during a time of rapid

evolution of both remote-sensing platforms and sensors. The

application of these new research tools to ice studies has

generally been both piecemeal and sporadic, partly because

the community of ice scientists has not kept up with the

rapid advances in remote sensing technology and partly because

they have not made their needs known to the space community.

This paper seeks to help remedy the latter shortcoming. The

remote sensing requirements for floating ice studies are

given, and the capabilities in meeting these requirements are

discussed. The desirable future sensors are also discussed

from both the research and operational points of view.
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AN INTEGRATED APPR:JACn TO THE REHOTE SENSING OF FLOATING leE

1. INTRO DUCT ION--------
within the last few years there has been a sharp increase in

the variety of satellite and aircraft borne remote-sensing

techniques that show promise for the investigation of the

floating ice covers of the world I s oceans r lakes r and rivers r as

weIl as shelf ice, and icebergs. Associa ted wi th this increase

in technical capability there has also been an increase in actual

remote sensing studies of ice-related problems (Campbell et al. r

1975; Page and Rarnseier r 1975). Many of these studies are, of

course, focused on examining what a given sensor can and cannot

detect. Two examples are, the recent studies of the variation of

microwave signatures with changes in sea ice type (Wilheit et

al. r 1972; Gloersen et al., 1973; Ramseier et al., 1974) or the

investigation of whether or not the intensity of a SLR (side

looking radar) return can be used to indicate if a lake is frozen

4t to its bottom (Sellman et al. r 1975). other studies focus on

using a specific sensor to study a specific type of problem; for

instance, the use of LANDSßT imagery to study ice drift and

deformation (Hibler et al. r 1975; Ramseier et al., 1975) or the

use of IR imagery to estimate sea ice thickness (Poulin r 1973,

..
1975; Gloersen et al., 1974). Onlya few studies have attempted

to explore the potential of applying a set of varied remote

sensing observations to resolving a problem r even though this



....-----------------------

approach obviously has great promise (Campbell et al.~ 1974).

'I'he major current eX3.mple cf trying to utili ze an integrated~

multi-sensor remote s~nsing program as a fundamental input to a

coordinated investiqation of sea ice dynamics is presently

underway in AlDJEX (Arctic lce Dynamics Joint Experiment) (Weeks

and Campbell, 1975). It is our experience with this project that

has convinced us that in the future the great majori ty of

floating ice problems will require data to be colleeted

simultaneously by a variety of satellite-borne sensors. After

all, it is only by remote sensing technology that the vast areas

of the earth's surface covered by floating ice can be sampled on

the large space-scales and short time- scales that are required.

2. REMOTE SENSING R~UIREMENTS

First we will discuss exactly what sort of information

investigators who study the different types of floating ice would

like to acquire and why. Here no attention will be paid to

whether or not a remote sensing technique exists, or is likely to

exist~ that will collect the requisite data. A summary of the

required information is given in Table 1 as is an estimate of the

desired time and space scales involved. In the following it

should always be kept in mind that in most floating ice problems

extremely large expanses of ice are involved. Therefore, one

will always be faced with the comFromise between obtaining enough

data to give adequate estimates of the pa rameter of interest and

collecting so much data that processing becomes an intolerable
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burden. This is particularly true when one cons~ders the

rapidity with which drifting ice may undergo significant changes.

2.1 Sea lce-----
of first importance is the need to sense the presence (or

absence) of ice. This is essential for defining the edges of the

ice pack which may assume rather complicated wave and stream type

forms. Tt is also essential for sensing the presence of open

leads within the pack. Although a horizontal resolution of 100 m

is adequate to resolve most features along the ice edge, a higher

resolution (taken here as 5 m) would be useful in delineating the

many narrow leads/cracks that occur in the pack. At the present

there are no studies of the relative contribution of narrow leads

that are below the resoluticn of current satellite systems such

as LANDSAT or NOAA, to the actual observedstrains (see

Figure 1). lt is certainly conceivable (but doubtful) that many

small unobserved leads may be as important as the few large leads

that show clearly in the imagery.

Once the ice/open water distinction is made, it is necessary

to give estimates of the areal amounts of ice of different

thicknesses. These data coupled with the amount of open water

specify the ice thickness distribution (G). At the present time

G is celieved to be the mcst important single parame ter that

controls the rheological response of pack ice to external forces

(Thorndike et al., 1975). In this sense the critical end of the
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ice thickness distribution is the thin iee portion sinee it is

known that thin ice is invariably deformed before thicker older

ice. In fact thick (3-4 m) multiyear ice is rarely deformed

during ice drift. Therefore in Table 1 the recommended vertical

resolution of 10 cm is particularly applicable to the

determination of ice thickness in thinner ice « 1 m). In

thicker ice a vertical resolution of 25 to 50 cm would be

adequate. The spatial resolution of 5 m is believed to be

necessary in order to resolve the rapid local changes in

thickness that are commonly caused by ridging and by the

refreezing of newly formed leads. These striking thickness

variations are weIl shown in Figure 2 which presents a portion to

the sonar profile of the underside of the ice in the Arctic Ocean

obtainea by the British submarine HMS Dreadnought during its

March 1971 cruise to the North Pole (Swithinbank, 1972). For

many purposes monthly estimates of G should be adequate in areas

with a heavy ice cover such as the Beaufort Sea, inasmuch as it

is now possible to ealculate the changes in G from existing ice

drift and deformation models (Thorndike et al., 1975).

Therefore, the observed G values would primarily be used to

calibrate and check the model calculations. However, there are

areas of thin first-year ice such as the Eering and Baltic Seas

where more frequent (weekly) measurements of G would be

desirable. This is particularly true during time periods when
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the frequent passage of cyclones causes pronounced ice

deforma tion.

Tf sea ice were in local isostatic equilibrium then accurate

measurements of ice thickness coupled with a knowledge of the

density of the ice would specify the roughness of both the upper

and lower ice surfaces. However it is known that in the vicinity

of pressure ridges pronounced local deviations from isostatic

equilibrium are commJn (Weeks et al •• 1971). Therefore, it is

desirable to measure the roughnesses of both ice surfaces

independently so that any changes in these values can be

incorporated into changes for the estimated surface drag

coefficients for wind and water. Figure 1 shows a laser profile

of the upper side of the ice. In ridged areas the changes in

roughness are striking. Current information (Hibler. 1975)

suggests that although a vertical resolution of 10 cm is

desirable in measuring ridge sails. aresolution of 1 m is

probably quite adequate for ridge keels. One problem associated

with adequately measuring roughness, is that eurrently available

techniques (laser, sonar) provide profile measurements. while. in

fact, what is needed is the characterization of the roughness of

broad areas. Fortunately during most periods of the year

roughness is not believed to change rapidly. The principal

exception to this is probably the early portion of the melt

season when ablation rapidly rounds the jagged sails of first

year r idges.
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It is also desirable to be able to catagorize sea ice

depending upon its physical characteristics. The most obvious

sub-groups here would be first-year ice (thickness < 2 m, 5 to

150/00 salinity) and multiyear ice (thickness cetween 2 to 4 m,

o to 4%0 salinity). This pronounced difference in salinity is

caused by the extensive brine drainage and flushing of nearly

fresh water through the ice during the summer melt period.

Therefore multiyear ice and multiyear pressure ridges are much ~

stronger than first-year ice because of the lower brine volume

resulting from the lower salinity. The first-year/multiyear

separation is also a useful one in that mUltiyear ice to a large

degree forms the "undeformable" matrix within which first-year

ice grows and is deformed.

Even better than the first-year/multiyear ice distinction

would be to directly measure some pertinent physical

characteristic of the ice, either as an average value such as the

average salinity or even better as a profile. In thin ice a

10 cm vertical resolution of the property ceing profiled is

desirable while in thicker ice a 50 cm resolution would be

adequate. The most important single parameter that could be

measured to specify the mechanical, electrical and chemical

characteristics of sea ice is the brine volume profile which in

turn is specified by the salinity and temperature profiles (Weeks

and Assur, 1969). Measuring the temperature profile or at least

the ice surface temperature is also very important in estimating
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the ice growth rate and the surface heat balance of the ice. The

principal problem in relating variations in the snow surface

temperature to variations in ice thickness is caused by the snow

cover on the ice. Inasmuch as there is no simple relation

between time and snow thickness one cannot in general use surface

temperatures as determined by satellite-borne radiometers to make

estimates of the temperature of the underlying ice without

independ~nt information on the charaeteristics of the snow cover

(Poulin, 1975). The principal exception to this is found in thin

newly formed ice which because of the brief period between its

formation and the time of observation usually has not accumulated

an appreciable snow cover. Fortunately it is this thin ice and

the areas of open water that are of prime importance in

specifying the thermal exchange between the ocean and the

atmosphere in the Arctic. Note tha t in Table 1 two different

scales are designated as of interest in studying both the surface

heat flux and the surface albedo: the 10 km or larger scale

which would be of interest for regional studies, and the 100 m

scale which is needed if one wishes to examine specific uniform

ice types and/or conditions. The frequency of measurement

required for either meso- or macroseale heat flux studies would

be daily because of the possibility of the rapid opening or

closing of systems of leads.

Information is also needed on the drift and the deformation

of the pack as weIl as on the general geometry of the floes and
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leads. Typical drift velocities within the pack are roughly

5 km/day (Dunbar and Wittmann, 1963). The largest values (up to

20 km/day) are invariably found near the free edge of the pack

where no lateral constraint exists on the ice movement. strains

within the ice as large as several percent are commonly noted,

and are associated with the passage of a cyclone through or near

the area of interest. Associated with these strains differential

motions along highly oriented systems of leads are commonly

observed. Because one system of leads may close (or become

inactive) while another system rapidly forms, it is desirable to

have information on these changes collected at least daily.

Finally a parameter of particular importance to shipping

interests is the state of divergence in the ice pack - whether it

is increasing or decreasing. Converging ice is difficult or

impossible to negotiate even with an ice breaker, whereas

diverging ice presents little impediment to a properly designed

vessel.

2.2 Lake and River Tee

As noted in Table 1, the problems encountered in the study

of lake and river ice are quite similar to those encountered in

sea ice. This is particularly true in fresh water bodies in

which a continuous fixed (fast) ice cover dces not form and the

ice continues to drift durinq the period of ice growth.

The principal differences, when contrasted with sea ice, are

that the ice that is formed does not have an appreciable
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salinity. However, pronounced layers of entrapped air bubbles

that can serve as scattering centres are quite common. It also

should be remembered that inasmuch as the dielectric loss is

lower in fresh water ice than it is in sea ice, electromagnetic

radiation can penetrate through quite thick layers of fresh ice.

Because of this the internal properties of the ice are important

in determining the nature of the return signal when radar or

\e microwave techniques are used. Details of which specific aspects
\:_,

of the ice are important are, however, many times poorly

understood.

Two particular problems that are unique to rivers arethe

occurrence of frazil ice crystals in turbulent water and ice jams

at constrictions in streams. It would, of course, be of interest

to be able to sense both of these phenomena. It should be

remembered that although the resolution requirements for most

'.
lake ice studies are similar to those for sea ice, mat:lY river ice

problems require a significantly higher resolution inasmuch as it

is the constrictions in a river which may only be a few tens of

meters wide that are commonly of interest.

2.3 Shelf Ice and Iceberqs

In general the information that is required in the study of

ice shelves is surprisingly similar to that required for pack

ice. The time scales are, however, quite different in that, with

the exception of surface heat flux which wouldbe required daily,

most observations are required either quarterly or yearly. This
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reduces the amount of data processing. It should, however, be

noted that although the items of interest are similar, the values

that would be measured are quite different as are the processes

involved (Swithinbank and Zumberge, 1965). For instance, ice

shelf thicknesses vary from 100 to 500 m; the small scale

roughness of the upper shelf surface is primarily the result of

aeolian processes as contrasted with pressure ridges; the ice

itself is primarily glacier ice or superimposed snow ice; and the ~,

.:;::::r

salinity is due to lateral percolation of brine from the seaward

edge of the shelf or from crevasses that permit the entry of sea

water. Typical ice velocities on Antarctic ice shelves are

500 m/year. There are also pronounced variations in these

velocities associated with the presence of faster flowing ice

streams within the shelves.

Icebergs are primarily of interest as hazards to be avoided

by shipping although it is conceivable that at some future time

they may be utilized as a fresh water source (Weeks and campbell,

1973). It is necessary to accura tely keep track of icebergs

within shipping lanes until melting has reduced them to quite

small sizes. Because iceberg drifts in the open ocean can be

rapid it is not necessary to know their positions more accurately

than 1 km at any given time of sensing. If there are features

that allow the identification of specific icebergs, then their

paths can be studied and analyzed in terms of the different

forces that are involved.

10
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3. SENSOR CAPABILITIES

Here we will briefly discuss the capabilities of a number of

satellite systems that are either currently operational or

presumably will be so in the near future. When possible we will

also give references where more detailed information can be

found. The characteristics of the sensors that are discussed are

summarized in Table 2.

3.1 Visible and Near Infrared

3.1.1 LANDSAT

LANDSAT (formerly known as ERTS) imagery is of cartographic

•

quality on a scale of 1:106 • Each image is 185 km on a side.

The Multi-spectral Scanner (MSS) sensor system collects

information in 4 spectral bands ranging from visual (0.5 pm) to

near IR (1.1 pm) with astated surface resolution of 100 m.

Experience has, however, shown that high contrast linear features

such as leads with widths significantly smaller than this are

commonly visible in the imagery. For instance, compare the

LANDSAT imagery shown in Figure 1 with the U- 2 imagery shown in

the same figure. The imagery revealsa wealth of sea ice

information and shows quite clearly the distinction between water

and ice, the different classes of thin ice « 50 cm) as opposed

to thicker ice, the presence of melt ponds, of brash ice, and in

some cases the difference between old and first-year ice (Barnes

and Bowley, 1974; Barnes et al., 1975). Because of its scale,

resolution, and map-like accuracy LANDSAT imagery is ideally

11



suited for studying lead patterns, ice drift and deformation. It

is now being used as the basis for several such investigations

(Hibler et al., 1974; Nye, 1975; Rothrock and Hall, 1975). There

are, of course, a number of common ice features that cannot be

distinguished on LAND5\T imagery (ridges, hummocks, rafted ice,

individual melt features, and in most cases old ice).

The drawbacks oE the LANDSAT imagery are that the MSS is

limited by cloud cover. It is also limited by darkness although

present indications are that highly useful data can be obtained

at much lower light levels (sun angles) than those at which·the

satellite is normally operated. Also the latitude and longitude

of the centre of each image as calculated from the satellite

orbit have been shown to contain significant errors (up to 8 km

difference between the real and the stated position). This

induces uncertainties in the utilizations of LANDSAT to study ice

drift at sites far from land, although average daily drift rates

commonly exceed these uncertainties. Problems can also be

encountered in calculating strains and vorticities because of the

errors in estimating the orientation of the longitude lines.

These problems have been discussed by Hibler et al., (1915) and a

procedure for minimizing them has been developed.

The major drawback inherent in LANDSAT imagery is its lack

of continuity. At the equator LANDSAT images exactly the same

area once every 18 days. In the polar regions the orbital

overlap permits coverage of the same site during 3 to 5

12
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consecutive days (depending on the latitude) followed by a 13 to

15 day "holiday" before the satellite returns to the study area.

When the days lost because of cloud cover are adjed to these

"holiday" periods, LANDSAT coverage has, in fact, proven to be

quite spotty. To obtain the optimum use of LANDSAT identifiable

ice features must be located on sequential images. The long

holiday periods make this identification difficult except during

'-. periods of exceptional weather which of courSe, are not periods
~-

of storm passage when most interesting changes occur in the ice

pack. Nevertheless, even with these drawbacks, LANDSAT imagery

has, because of its cartographic quality and good resolution,

proven to be the current satellite system that is presently most

useful for quantitative studies of ice drift and deformation.

3.1. 2 NOAA

•
The NOAA satellite series has also produced a large amount

of imagery that is useful in the study of sea ice (McClain,

1974 (a) and (b». These satellites operate at appreciably higher

altitudes than do satellites in the LANDSAT series (1465 km above

the earth's surface as compared with 900 km). The prime sensor

involved for sea ice studies is a dual channel very high

resolution radiometer (VHRR) which obtains information in both

the visible (0.5 - 0.7 }..1m) and the infrared (10 - 12.5..um)

regions. The images produced are 2000 km on a side and have a

surface resolution of 1 km.

usually imaged once daily.

In the polar regions a given area is
/

These satellites also carry a
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scanning radiometer that gives a twice daily image of any

location on the earth's surface in both' the visible and IR but at

a reduced resolution (8 km). It is also possible to enhance the

resulting imagery by distributing the 16 distinguishable grey

tones over the 30 degree temperature range usually encountered in

the Arctic as opposed to the 100 degree range commonly utilized

for meteorological r-urposes.

The advantages of NOAA imagery are that during both light

and dark periods, it provides regular broad scale coverage of the

polar regions on a scale at which many useful large ice features

can still be distinguished. The dis advantages are that images

cannot ce obtained though a cloud cover, the resolution and scale
".

are sufficiently large so that many interesting and important ice

features are lost (for instance in Figure 1 compare the NOAA

image with the LANDSAT image and the U-2 photograph), and finally

the projection of the image is such that quantitative drift and

deformation measurements are difficult.

At the present, most sea ice studies based on NOAA imagery

have been semi-quantitative analyses of the regional behaviour of

pack ice areas such as the Beaufort and Bering Seas and the

Southern ocean (Ackley and Hibler, 1975; streten, 1974; DeRycke,

1973). Tf the data could be displayed in a format that would

facili tate quanti tati ve ice drift a'nd deformation measurements,

it would definitely enhance the usefulness of the imagery to the

sea ice cornmunity.

14
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3. 1. 3 ~i§R (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program)

This satellite series which was formerly called DAPP (Data

Acquisition and Processing Program) is operated by tile U.8. Air

~orce for the U.S. Department of Lefense. The principal purpose

of the satellites is the observation of cloud patterns. The

imagery is collected by both high resolution and very high

resolution 2 channel radiometers operating in l::oth the visual

\_ (0.4 to 1.1 )lm) 3.nd the IR (8 to 13 )lm) ranges. The satellites
~

orbit at a slightly lower altitude (833) than satellites in the

LANDSAT series and significantly lower than those in the NOAA

series. Usually two D~SP satellites are in orbit at the same

time which provides coverage of any spot on the earth's surface

four times daily. The VHRR system which is of primary interest

here has a spatial resolution of 0.61 km at nadir. The imagery

is currently archived at the University of Wisconsins 8pace

•
8cience and Engineering Center. A detailed description of the

satellite system is given by Dickenson et al., (1974). DMSP

imagery provides a view of sea ice on ascale that is

intermediate between that of LANDSAT and of NOAA. Several images

are obtained each day, darkness is not a limitation, and the map

format, while not as convenient as LANDSAT, is easier to use than

NOAA. In addition there are a variety of options available for

specially processing both the visual and the IR data, so that the

imagery has a higher apparent resolution and the temperature (or

albedo) scale is expanded relative to some arbitrarily set base

15



value such as the freezing temperature of sea water. Figure 3

shows the ice north of Alaska presented in such an expanded

format. Note the large amount of detail that is revealed about

the lead structure within the pack. This type of specially

processed data will apparently be available on a routine basis in

the fall of 1975. The principal limitations of the sensing

system are that it does not penetrate clouds and does not possess

as high a spatial resolution as might be desired.

3.2 Thermal Infrared

As discussed in the previous sections both the NOAA (and its

predecessor lTOS) and the DMSP satellites have thermal IR systems

operating respectively in the ranges of 10.5 - 12.5 flm and 8 -

13 pm and with resolutions of 1.0 and 0.6 km. other satellites

with IR systems of interest are in the NIMBUS series. The High

Resolution Infrared Radiometer (HRIR) systems on NIMBUS 1, 2 and

3 operated in the 3.4 to 4.2 pm window which was only useful at

night because of contamination by reflected solar radiation

during daylight hours. The approximate spatial resolution at

nadir was between 3.3 and 7.4 km. On NIMBUS 2 and 3 the HRIR

system was joined by a five channel medium resolution system

(MRIR) that operated in a scanning mode with a ground resolution

of approximately 55 km at the subpoint. On NIMBUS 4 the HRIR and

MRIR systems were replaced by a Temperature Humidity Infrared

Radiometer (THIR) experiement that was designed to provide both

day and night cloud and surface temperature information as weIl

16



as information on the moisture content of the upper troposphere

and stratosphere. 'Ille WIR system had a ground resolution of

7 km for the temperature channel. NIMBUS 5 was equipped with a

scanning Microwave Radiometer with 3 detectors of which the

thermal IF operated at a wavelength of 10.5 to 11.3 pm with a

resolution of 0.8 km. NIMBUS G will also fly a scanning

•

radiometer operating in a similar range (10.5 to 12.5 ~m) with a

resolution of 0.8 km.

While the list of satellites and radiometersis rather

overwhelming·the trend is clear. The first IR sensors were only

useful at night and had a low resolution while the more recent

versions operate successfully either during the day or night with

increasing resolution. Because of their resolution limitations

the IR systems on the early satellites were primarily useful for

the mapping of gross ice boundaries such as the edge of the pack

or the location of large polynyas (Barnes et al., 1972). Even as

the resolution of the IR systems improved to values of 1 km or

less so that detailed observations of features within the pack

became possible, little was done with the IR imagery except use

it during dark periods as areplacement for visual imagery which

was usually of an even better resolution. This was done by

simply noting that open water or thin ice areas that appeared

dark on visual imagery (low albedo) also appeared warm on the IR

imagery. However, these studies indicated that the large

reflectance changes that made the water-ice transition so clear

17



in the visual range often corresponded to much less obvious

thermal contrasts as recorded by the IR system. This was

particularly true when the IR image was displayed by distributing

the distinguishable grey shades over the 100°c of interest for

meteorological purposes. It was the problem of improving these

sorts of contrasts that stirnulated the development of the special

enhancement techniques that are now being applied to both the IR

and visible imagery from the NOAA and DMSP satellites. tt
Admittedly Poulin's (1975) cautions concerning the

difficulties introduced in the quantitative interpretation of

snow (usually of unknown thickness and density) are quite correct

and should be heeded by all considering studies in this field.

Nevertheless it is our opinion that there will prove to be

considerable profit in quantitative studies of regions of thin

ice (with presumably thin snow covers) via IR techniques alone

or, if possible, IR coupled with ether techniques. Examples of

such recent studies are Barnes et al., (1972) and Chase (1972).
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Table 1. Desired Remote Sensing capability for Floating lee.

Parameter to be
Measured

1. Sea lee
Presenee or
acsenee of iee

lee thiekness

Roughness of
upper and
lower surfaees

lee type
eharacter
ization

Maximum Desired
Resolution (H =
horizontal, V =
vertieal)

5 m (H)

10 an (V),
5 m (H)

10 em (V),
1 m (H)

5 m (H)

Minimum Usable
Resolution

100 m (H)

1 m (V)
25 m (H)

10 em (V),
5 m (H)

.100 m

Frequeney of
Observations

Daily

weekly

Monthly

Monthly

lee temperature

lee salinity

Tee and lead
patterns

Tee
coneentration

lee drift

lee deformation

Surfaee albedo
regional
loeal

10 em (V) , 10 em (V) , Weekly
5 m (H) 100 m (H)

10 em (V) , 10 em (V) , Weekly
5 m (H) 100 m ( H)

5 m (H) 100 m (H) Daily

5 m (H) 0.1-25 km (H) Daily

± 50 m 0.1-25 km (H) Daily

± 0.1% ± 0.1% Daily

10 km 100 km Weekly
100 m 1 km Weekly

Surfaee heat
flux

regional
loeal

10 km
100 m

100 km
1 km

Daily
Daily

2. Lake lee - same as above, exeept for salinity whieh is not
applieable.
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3. River lee - again the factors are similar to those given for
sea iee (deleting iee salinity). Beeause of the extremely
dynamie nature of many river iee covers, iee roughness should
probably be measured weekly.

lee salinity 5 m (V),
100 m (H)

lee temperature 5 m (V),
100 m (H)

lee type 5 m (V), 100 m
eharaeterization (H)

4. Shelf lee
lee thiekness

Roughness of
upper and lower
surfaees

Crevasse
patterns

lee motion

lee deformation

Surfaee albedo

Surfaee heat
flux

5. Ieebergs
General
dimensions

Location

Any geometrie
or internal
eharaeteristies
that would
allow one to
traee the motion
of speeifie iee
bergs

5 m (V)

upper 10 em
(V), 1 m (H);
lower 1 m
(V), 10 m (H)

100 m (H)

± 10m (H)

± 0.1 %

10 km (H)

10 km (H)

5 m

1 km

20

Same

Same

5 m (V),
0.1-25 km (H)

5 m (V),
0.1-25 km (H)

5 m (V),
0.1-25 km (H)

Same

± 100 m (H)

Same

100 km (H)

100 km (H)

Same

Same

Same

Yearly

Yearly



3.3 Passive Microwave

Perhaps the most rapidly evolving area of remote sensing

research in floating ice has been in passive microwave

applications. Both aircraft and satellite-borne microwave

radiometers have been used to observe a wide variety of ice types

, • during the last five years. Although the time span is short,

sufficient data now exists to cause us to conclude that such

"e measurements will be a fundamental part of future ice observation

programs.

3.3. 1 Aircraft Microwave Observations

The most important series of aireraft flights whieh

demonstrated the feasibility and usefulness of ice observations

by means of passive microwave sensors were those that occurred

during the NASA-AIDJEX (Aretie lee Dynamies Joint Experiment)

program and the U.S./U.S.S.R. BESEX (Bering Sea Experiment)

joint program. A series of three AIDJEX pilot field experiments

were performed during the springs of 1970, 1971, and 1972 in the

southern Beaufort Sea. During each of these experiments, the

NASA CV-990 "Galileo I" performed a variety of flights ranging in

altitude from 150 m to 11 .km. A wide variety of visual and

infrared sensors were operated in addition to a 19.3 GHz imaging

radiometer and 1.q2 GHz, 4.99 GHz, 10.7~GHz and 37.0 GHz

radiometers.

The 1970 data (wilheit et al., 1971, 1972) showed that it

was possible to distinguish sea ice from liquid water both
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through the clouds and in the dark. This finding was exciting

because it pointed the way to an "all-time" ability to observe

leads and polynyas. These data also showed that strong microwave

emissivity differences occur on the ice surface itself. However r
"

the lack of sufficient grcund truth data prevented a

determination of the reason for these differences.

The ground truth measurements and mesoscale microwave mosaic

maps (10 r OOO km 2 ) acquired during the 1971 AIDJEX-NASA

experiments allowed Gloersen et al. r (1973) to show that the

observed emissivity differences of sea ice at a frequency of

19.35 GHz are associated with the age of the ice r with multiyear

ice having cold brigh tness temperatures (#'Y 21 OOR) and first-year

ice having warm ones (-- 235 0 K) • This was an important break-

through because it suggested that passive microwave imagery could

provide an all-time capability of distinguishing between old

(thick) and new (thin) ice and of tracking ice motion as well as

lead and polynya dynamies. Figure 5 shows a 19 GHz microwave

image from that paper depicting the observed emissivities of a

large ice area (10,000 km2 ) of the eastern Beaufort Sea. The

multiyear floes, having an average thickness of 3-4 m, have cold

(blue) brightness temperatures while the warm (yellow)

temperatures are associated with first-year floes having average

thicknesses of less than 2 m.

During the 1972 AIDJEX-NASA experiment two experimental

innovations were made: a sIed mounted 13.4 GHz microwave
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radiometer was used to map in detail the surface brightness

temperatures of areas of various ice types where detailed

crystallographic measurements had been made, and during each of

the seven flights a mosaic microwave image was obtained of a

segment of the southern margin of the ice cover adjacent to the

north coast of Alaska. Analysis of the surface truth data by

Meeks et al., (1974) showed that .surface salinity and pore size

tI were primarily responsible for determining the microwave
~

signatures of sea ice of various ages. It also showed that for

mixtures of ice of different ages in which the floes are smaller

than the radiometer footprint, the percentage of first-year

versus multiyear ice can be estimated using microwave techniques.

Figure 5 also shows a microwave image of the 1972 AIDJEX area in

the western Beaufort Sea. A comparison of this image with one

ottained a year earlier in the eastern Beaufort Sea reveals a

markedly different morphological makeup of the ice in that no

Iarge multiyear floes were present. Campbell et al., (1975)

noted that nurnerous small rnultiyear floes, smaller than the

radiometer footprint of 500 m, were observed in the area, and by

rnatching and averaging radiometer signatures of the various ice

types they found that the 1972 AIDJEX area was made up of

approximately equal amounts of rnultiyear and first-year ice.

The AIDJEX-NASA pilot experiments showed that rnicrowave

imagery can be used to study the morphology and dynamics of ice

at the edge of the ice pack as weIl as ice within the pack. A
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time sequence of mierowave mosaie images of the sea iee extending

from Harrison Bay, on the northwe st of Alaska, north into the

Beaufort Sea for 350 km is shown in Figure 6. The seven images

cover the time from 4 to 23 April 1972. Three distinct zones of

sea iee can be observed in each image: (1) a shore-fast zone

made up of undisturbed first-year ice having a uniformly high

brightness temperature; (2) a shear zone composed of three

distinct ice types - multiyea r floe s wi th cold brightness e
temperatures, refrozen polynyas with brightness temperatures

similar to those of shore-fast ice and a mixture of first-year

and unresolvable chunks of multiyear ice having a brightness

temperature between those of the two ice types; and (3) a zone of

a mixture of first-year and unresoluable floes of multiyear ice

with many refrozen polynyas. The extremely dynamic nature of the

shear zone is clearly seen, with its width doubling in 19d.

During the U.S./U~S.S.R. BESEX experiment in April 1973, the

"Galileo I" obtained four mesoscale microwave images (10,000 km 2 )

of parts of the Bering Sea ice pack at the time of its maximum

extent. The pack ice in this region is quite unlike that of the

Beaufort Sea in that it is all first-year ice, with thicknesses

ranging from a few centimetres to a metre. In addition, this ice

is subjeet to rapid dynamic changes because it is unbounded on

its southem edge. Aetually the Bering Sea ice pack more closely

resembles the Antarctie iee pack than the iee pack of the Arctic

ocean. Figure 7 shows the 19 GHz image for 20 February 1973
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(Gloersen et al., 1974) with a N-S orientation of polynyas that

had formed as the pack drifted rapidly southward during the

preceeding six days. The amount of open water indicated by this

image is 16%.

During April and August 1975, the "Galileo 11" performed a

variety of missions in eonjunetion with the Main AIDJEX

experiment, whieh involves an array of four manned drifting

stations and eight unmanned data buoys drifting from March 1975

until May 1976 in the Beaufort Sea. Similar flights will also

take plaee in oetober 1975 and April 1976. The data from these

missions i5 being used to help interpret satellite imagery of the

iee pack and as input into numerieal models of the pack.

Mierowave images of lake iee aequired from aireraft

(Ramseier and Gloersen, in press) in most respects resemble those

of young sea ice in that the iee emits a warm signature and ean

elearly be distinguished from open water. The exeeption is that

very thin lake iee emits various signatures because penetration

is oceurring and the Fabry-Perot effect takes plaee. For iee

thicknesses less than five times the wavelength, the emissivity

oseillates from elose to zero to unity as thickness ehanges by

X/4, therefore a wide range of signatures can be emitted by thin

iee.

3.3.2 ESMR

The Eleetronieally Seanning Mierowave Radiometer (ESMR) on

NIMBUS-5 has provided the first large-seale synoptie views of the
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polar sea ice packs. These have been interpreted in light of the

AIDJEX-NASA and BESEX finding s revealing that both the morphology

and dynamics of these major ice masses are more complex than had

hitherto been assumed. Since its launch on 11 December 1973

NIMBUS-5 has provided a wealth of data on the variations of these

packs at time scales ranging from several days to seasons.

Figure 8 shows a pair of ESMR images of the Aretic at different

seasons. The winter inage of 11 January 1973 shows the ice

canopy to be composed of two general types of ice: the

principally multiyear ice covering the main portion of the Arctic

Ocean, with brightness tem~eratures ranging from 209 to 223 0 K,

and either first-year or first-year/multiyear mixtures with

higher brightness temperatures covering the southern portion of

the marginal seas (i.e. the Beaufort, Chukchi, East Siberian,

Laptev, Rara and Barents Seas). Note that the multiyear ice

extends far south into the eastern Beaufort Sea. By using a

combination of ESMR and LANDSAT-1 images comcined with the

AIDJEX-NASA data, Campbell et al., (1974) have shown that the

Beaufort Sea ice cover is made up of large multiyear floes in its

eastern sector while its western sector consists of small,

fragmented first-year and multiyear floes.

By the end of the summer melt season the ESMR image for 8

september 1973 (Fig. 8) shows that most of the ice that had

covered·the marginal seas had melted. The area of the end-of

summer pack is approximately half of that of the winter pack.
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Analysis of these and other ESMR images by Gloersen et al.,

(1974) reveals that not all of the first-year/multiyear ice

mixture melted~ Figure 9 shows an analysis of the near-maximum

ice extent (10 February 1973) and near-minimum ice extent (9

September 1973) based.on the ESMR images. The areas of the pack

in which the first-year/multiyear ice mixture survived the summer

melt are source areas for multiyear ice which is advected into

the multiyear pack. This process thereby, allows the ice pack to

maintain a steady-state mass by balancing the volume of ice that

is advected out of the Arctic OCean by the East Greenland

current. The analysis also shows that the summer pack extended

closer to Svalbard than did the winter pack, suggesting a strong

summer ocean surface current flowing southward in this region.

Gloersen et al., (1974) also show how the ice concentration can

be inferred from ESMR images using a linear interpolation between

the emissivity for open water and that of first-year ice. Note

that the ESMR image for the Arctic in the winter of 1973 (Fig. 8)

shows that the ice cover of the Bering Sea, which we have shown

was made up of first-year and younger ice, has a cold radiometrie

signature similar to that of the multiyear ice of the Arctic

Ocean. The reason for this is that the large (32 km) footprint

of ESMR is covering a mixture of ice and open water, and the

average brightness temperature ap~ears cold because the water

signature is much colder than that of the first-year ice.
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Another parameter that can be inferred fram aseries of ice

concentration measurements is the state of divergence of the ice,

since increasing concentration with time implies a converging ice

pack and decreasing concentration implies divergence.

The ESMR images of the Antarctic are equally useful as those

of the Arctic for studying large-scale ice morphology and

dynamies. Figure 10 shows both a winter and summer image of the

Antaretie. The winter image indicates that the iee cover is made

up exelusively of first-year ieee By late in the following melt

season (10 February 1973), the ESMR image indicates that

approximately 80% of the ice cover has melted. This is shown in

the, analysis given in Figure 11 in which the near-minimum (10

February 1973) and near-maximum (16 July 1973) iee extents are

delineated. The observations at first seem to indicate the

formation of multiyear iee where iee remains at the end of the

melt season. Analysis of ESMR images in Austral Spring 1972 and

Austral Winter 1973 by Gloersen et al., (1974) indieate that no

multiyearice was present, thus the regions where ice remains at

the end of the melt season are accumulation regions in a system

of steady depletion and replenishment.

One striking feature appearing on all the ESMR images is

that the edge of an ice pack is quite irregular, unlike the iee

pack boundaries shown in the atlases. The same disparity between

the images and the atlases exists in regards to ice

coneentration, especially for the Antarctic where the images show
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very small concentrations in many areas. Of course when we

realize that an ESMR view is essentially synoptic while the

curves shown in atlases result from statistical smoothing of many

seasons of picemeal data, we should not expect them to agree•
•

The ESMR images allow us to observe sea ice behaviour over large

• space scales and will thereby permit us to test dynamic rather

than statistical models.

ESMR images of lake ice show the onset of freezing and

melting but are of limited use for ice morphology and dynamic

studies because of the large (32 km) footprint. The same can be

said for river ice.

ESMR images of shelf ice, such as the Ross Ic€ Shelf, have

been shown by chang et al., (1975) to give valuable data on the

accumulation rate of the surface snow cover. These measurements

when coupled to similar sequential ones of the ice cap from which

the shelves flow should give very valuable data on variations of

snow accumulation patterns and amount that are impossible to

obtain by in situ surface measurements due to the immense

logistical costs.

3.3.3 SMMR

The scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) to be

flcwn on SEASAT-A and NIMBUS-G has great potential application to

floating ice research. The five imaging radiometers - 6.6 GHz,

10.69 GHz, 18.0 GHz, 22.05 GHz, and 37.0 GHz - will perform all
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the measurements of the 19.35 GHz ESMR on NIMBUS-5 and the

37.0 GHz ESMR in NIMBUS-G.

~or sea iee observation the multifrequency eapability of

SMMR will help eonsiderably in distinguishing tetween multiyear

iee and first-year iee with unresolvable amounts of open water,

both of whieh have similar radiometrie signatures in the 19 GHz

ESMR images. Multifrequeney images of the same area will permit

the observer to distinguish between these ice types because the

brightness temperature differenees between water and iee and

between new iee and old iee vary as a funetion of frequeney.

All forms of floating ice commonly have snow covers. The

amount of snow is a prime determinant of the energy balance in

the oeea-iee-atmosphere system. Ey eomparing multifrequeney

simultaneous images of floating iee the snow aceumulation rates

ean be measured. Sueeessive measurements from the onset of the

aeeumulation season ean give the total snow cover. Both of these

measurements have never been made over most of the earth's

floating iee.

3.4 Aetive Mierowave Sensors

The aetive mierowave sensors, such as side-looking airborne

radars and seatterometers, operate normally at wavelengths

between 0.08 and 0.25 meters. This permits the eleetromagnetic

radiation to penetrate fog, rain, snow, darkness, and eloudy

weather, i.e. they are all-weather, day and night systems.
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The parameters that the radars sense on the ice surface are

its dielectrie properties and roughness. A eertain amount of

eleetromagnetic radiation is refleeted fram the surface, and the

remainder penetrates the iee. The penetration of the radar wave

into the iee is 1imited by the salinity of the ice and by

discontinuities such as airbubbles, brine pockets and channels

near the surfaee.

3.4.1 Side-Lookinq Radar (SLR)

The SLR transmits eleetromagnetic radiation from an antenna

mounted on an aircraft with its beam looking in a fixed sidewise

direetion at right ang1es to the aircraft track. Scanning is

aehieved by the forward motion of the aircraft so that the radar

image obtained is in a eartesian format relative to the aireraft

flight path. The intensities of the received radar echoes are

usua11y recorded on a eontinuous strip of film.

There are two basic SLR systems whieh differ markedly in the

image resolution obtained. The simplest type is the non-coherent

or rea1-aperture SLR, in which the azimuthal, 'or along-track,

resolution is determined by XR/L where R is the range, L is the

aperture of antenna and Xis the wave1ength. The range

resolution, or across-track resolution, is' determined by the

pulse duration or band width. To obtain a higher azimuthaI

resolution the antenna beam width would have to be decreased,

resu1ting in a mueh longer antenna, whieh would make it
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impraetical for mounting cn an aircraft, or the wavelength or

range could also be changed.

It is also possible to use the motion of the aircraft itself

to generate a long "synthetic" antenna. This second, more

complex and costly type of radar is the coherent synthetic

aperture system (SAR). By illuminatinga small ground element by

many successive radar pulses and recording the phase and

amplitude of the returns, one may, after suitable processing,

obtain an image of the ground element with a much higher

resolution. The best possible along-track resolution for a

focused SAR is independent of range and decreases as the real

antenna is made shorter. For an unfocused SAR the resolution has

a quadratic dependence on X and R (~VX'R). Even though the

theory predicts that the resolution is half the real antenna

length, this resolution is limited in practice by unavoidable

perturbations in the flight path of the aircraft which restriet

the time over which the signal phase history can be processed to

produce the image.

Several studies of the application of such radars to the

investigation of floating ice have been reported in the

literature have been r~viewed by Page and Ramseier, (1975) and

Campbell et al., (1975). Since these papers have been written,

the main AIDJEX experiment has commenced, yielding new and

interesting results. Figure 12 shows areal aperture SLR image

of the AIDJEX 1975 Big Bear area. The camp can be identified as
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the blaek area near the eentre of the image. Rough features

appear dark in this image while smooth areas are light. The

light linear features represent refrozen leads. All leads are

eovered with varying thieknesses of grey ieee Just north of and

adjaeent to the eamp, the white linear feature running east-west

represents the runway, eonsisting of 1.6 m thiek first-year ieee

The eamp is located on a small multiyear iee floe having an

average thiekness of 3.5 m. The dark lines within this floe

represent ridges having a height of approximately 2 m and a width

of 3 m. The large lead whieh runs from northwest to southeast

eonsists of grey iee with a thiekness of 0.7 m. One aspeet whieh

is striking in this image coneerns the baekseattering eoeffieient

q. For example, the radar returns (grey seale) for the multiyear

iee on whieh the eamp i5 loeated and the large lead to the west

of the eamp are very mueh alike. If it would not be for the

geometry of the iee, one eould not distinguish first-year from

multiyear iee. This is of great coneern, sinee one of the future

goals is to be able to automatieally proeess digitized SLR data

to obtain pereentages of first-year and multiyear ieee The

wavelike pattern on the west side of the camp running north-south

is due to the aireraft motion. There is no question, however,

that the information content of this SLR image is signifieant.

For example, there was a relatively thiek snow cover (-0.20 m)

over the first and multiyear iee. The grey iee was snow-free•.
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The geometrieal features of iee floes, leads, ridges, rubble iee

fields, rafting in grey iee, are very distinct.

Figure 13 shows a SLR image of the MaeKenzie delta area.

The light tone on the south side represents shore-fast iee,

followed in the north with the distinct shore-fast iee-paek iee

boundary. The darker, rounded areas within the shore-fast iee

represent stranded pieces of multiyear iee whieh are snow

eovered. These pieees of multiyear iee are not visible in the

aerial photography taken over the same area. The large floe in

the eentre of the image is multiyear ieee .A lead running from

the southwest to the northeast eontains same grey-white iee (the

darker areal and newly formed thin grey iee (light areal both of

whieh are of varying thieknesses due to rafting. The northern

part of the pack iee eonsists almost entirely of ridged first

year ieee

Figure 14 shows a number of frozen fresh water lakes in the

vieinity of Barrow, hlaska. Sellmann et al., (1975) have shown

that the differenee in the baekseatter from the tundra lakes

indieates whether or not the lake is frozen eompletely to the

bottom. The "dark" lakes (whieh here indieates low baekseatter)

do freeze eompletely to the bottom, whereas the "light" lakes

(high baekseatter) have an iee-water interface. The ability to

differentiate via SLR between lakes that are fresh and not frozen

to the bottom and lakes that are either frozen to their bottom

and/or are brackish is of considerable economic, scientific and
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engineering interest. For example, one could determine if: a

given lake was suitable as a year-round source of water; should

be considered for possible fishing or for stocking with fish; or
. .

should be considered as a site where permafrost may be deeply

thawed due to the thermal effect of the year-round presence of a

water body.

SLR imagery obtained as part of the Canadian Beaufort Sea

program in the MacKenzie Delta area shows similar results to

those obtained by Sellmann et al., (1975). Figure 15 represents

two SLR images taken at 900 to each other showing the channels

and lakes in the Delta. The dark areas in tbe main cbannel in .

Figure 15a represent high backscatter, meaning the channel is not

frozen to the bottom as compared to tbe lighter areas which are

(note that bigh backscatter is indicated by a dark image in

Figure 15 and by a light iuage in Figure 16). ~ere tbe channel

meanders, the ice on the shallow, inside' portion of the meander

freezes all the way to tbe bottom, whereas the outside of tbe

curve where tbe water is much deeper, an ice-,qater interface

exists. The thickness of the ice is of the order of 2 rn. The

high backscatter fron the central part of the river does not vary

very much since the incidence angle stays nearly constant.

However, in Figure 15b, whicb sbows part of the same portion of

the cbannel tbe backscatter varies considerably as a function of

incidence angle. This becames even more pronounced if one

compares the backscatter of tbe river with the one of the lakes
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located at high incidence angles. It should also be noted that

the large lake in Figure 15b shows variations in backscatter of

the floating part of the iee cover whieh presently cannot be

explained satisfactorily.

"An operational application of SLR to fresh-water iee

reconnaissance is shown in Figure 16. This imagery was obtained

by the NASA Lewis Research Centre during February 1974 over the

western end of Lake superior as part of a demonstration program

for the extension of the navigation season in the St. Lawrence

River and the Great Lakes. Above the SLR image is an ice chart

indicating the various ice types as interpreted from the radar

image. It is interesting to note the large number of ship tracks

extending from Two Harbours in the most direct line to the THIN-

MED ice. Note that open water, which is indicated by the dashed

lines in the bottom of the ice ehart, cannot be distinguished in

the SLR image from uniform thin ice in the Point Detour region.

After processing of the SLR images and preparation of the

interpretive chart, the composite was sent to a number of radio

stations for transmission by radio link to vessels on the lakes.

Figure 17 shows a SLR image of the lower part of the

Peterman glacier in north-west Greenland. Even though the

glacier is covered with snow the lateral moraines are very

distinct and can be traced to the tributary glaciers. There is

also some evidence that the radar can detect subsurface
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structures in this type of ice, although it would not be possible

to establish this without extensive ground truth observations.

Additional subsurface information can be obtained by using a

25 cm radar operating at near vertical incidence as reported by

"Elachi and Brown (1975).

Another area which shows great promise for the use of SLR is

the detection and tracking of icebergs. Figure 18 taken off Cape

Atholl near Thule, Greenland indicates a large number of icebergs

which appear as light spots surrounded by darker first-year ice

and open water. Here the light areas indicate high back scatter.

Accurate counts of icebergs·can readily be made. The minimum

size of iceberg which can be detected is of the order of 10 m.

The height of large icebergs could be obtained ~ased on the

length of the radar shadow. The movement of these kinds of

icebergs could easily be mcnitored to determine if they will

become potential hazards for offshore drilling in the Labrador

Sea or shipping and fishing in the North Atlantic.

3.4.2 SCatterometer

The microwave scatterometer is emerging as a powerful tool

-
\

for determining ice type. The scatterometer is a calibrated

down-looking airborne radar which can be used to measure the

backscatter coefficient u, as a function of aspect angle along a

strip of terrain under an aircraft or spacecraft. Most

scatterometers in existence today operate at roughly 13 GHz.

Earlier workby Rouse (1969) and Parashar et al., (1975)
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demonstrated the potential of scatterometry for use in

determining different ice types. Recent, preliminary analysis of

scatterometer data from the AIDJEX,experiment has confirmed these

earlier findings. In fact, the discrimination between first-year

and mUltiyear ice is much greater than previously reported.

Figure 19 shows a photo mosaic of the test line A at the 1975

AIDJEX camp taken during April. The corresponding profiles from

the dual-polarized 13.3 GHz scatterometer and the 37 GHz passive

microwave radiometer have also been included. In this example

the passive microwave radiometer was used to "ground truth" the

scatterometer. As one can see there is an excellent correlation

between the two sets of data •. There is about a 60° difference in

brightness temperature between first-year ice and multiyear ice

and about 20 db difference in backscattering cross-section as

observed by the scatterometer. The first broad plateau

corresponds to the large lead identified earlier in the SLR image

(Fig. 12). This is followed by multiyear ice and then by a small

piece of first-year ice located just before the camp and another

piece of first-year ice which constitutes the runway. The small

first-year ice piece and the runway are clearly distinguishable

in the SLR image (Fig. 12). The profile continues w.ith a large

segment of multiyear ice and ends with two small areas of first

year ice.

It can be seen from above that the SLR - Scatterometer

cornbination forms a very powerful tool for use in determination
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of sea ice type. The scatterometer is also a useful sensor in

its own right for determining differences in ice type. The

proposed scatterometer for SEASAT will undoubtedly yield useful

information concerning ice type distribution on the mesoscale in
•

the Arctic Ocean.

3.4.3 Radar Altimeter

This sensor which is scheduled to be operated on SEASAT-A

~ will determine the distance between the spacecraft and the ice

ocean surface to an rms precision of roughly ± 10 em. The

results are expected to be particularly useful in geodesy and in

studies of signifieant wave heights. Inasmuch as the footprint

of the radar is a 2 x 7 km spct, the results will not resolve

individual roughness elements in the sea ice such as ridges and

leads as is possible via an aircraft-borne laser profilometer.

Nevertheless it may be possible to discern both spatial and

temporal variations in the average (2 x 7 km) elevation of the

surface of ice covered seas. These variations would presumably

correlate with the intensity of iee deformation whieh has been

shown to vary signifieantly between different provinces in the

Arctie Ocean ~ibler, 1975). Other interesting studies that will

be possible once SEASAT is launched concern the inter-relations

between the results of the radar altimeter, the scatterometer,

and the synthetic aperture radar.

3.4.4 SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar)
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A number of countries (U.S.A., canada, and countries of the

European Space Agency) are carrying out programs with the aim of

putting SAR's into space. The U. S. SEASAT-A program, the most

advanced of these programs, is aimed at launehing a SAR,

complemented by a scatterometer radar altimeter, multifrequency

microwave radiometer and a visible/IR radiometer in early 1978.

Canada plans to put a SAR with complementary sensors (payload not

defined yet) into space by spring 1984.

The SEASAT-SAR will operate in the L-band range and is

expected to have aresolution as low as 25 m and a swath width of

200 km. At the present time the proposed circular orbit at an

altitude of 800 km will allow SAR imagery to ~e obtained as far

north as 77°N with repeat coverage every 36 hours.

If current orbit proposals are not altered, a large part of

the Aretic Ocean will not be imaged by the SAR. It would be

highly desirable to change the orbit enabling the SAR system to

image weIl into the Arctic Ocean. It is very likely that future

SEASAT-type missions will be launched into a polar orbit. For

example, the Canadian POLESAT, as it may be named, is intended

for apolar orbit.

The quality of the SAR imagery is expected to be similar to

that of the L-band airborne SAR obtained by Ketchem and Tooma,

(1973) and Elachi and Brown, (1975). Even though the resolution

is higher than for X-band real aperture radars, the information

content in the X-band irragery appears to be greater than for SAR
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L-band. Beeause of the langer wavelength of the L-band SAR, the

penetration (skin depth) is greater resulting in less seattering

from the surfaee as eompared with the X-band SLR. This is in

aecord with multifrequeney passive mierawave measurements made

during AlDJEX 1975.

From the work aeeomplished so far and ineluding the

fortheoming results of the main AlDJEX experiment, some

projeetions ean be made of the kind of SAR produet one may expeet

from SEASAT-A. Leads, iee boundaries as weIl as a variety of iee

features such as ridges and rubble fields should be readily

identifiable. Major ridging of first-year iee should be elearly

seen, but multiyear iee ridges will not be as distinguishable.

what would be diffieult to determine are iee types, partieularly

the differenee between first-year and multiyear iee. The

sueeessive traeking of the identifiable features will however

permit quantitative information on iee drift and deformation to

ce obtained on an all-weather basis. We believe that the

sueeessful operation of the SEASAT SAR system will prove to be

the first step in implementing an all-weather operational sea iee

reeonnaissanee system that is useful to marine operators during

the times of nearly eontinuous eloud that are eneountered during

the summer shipping season in the Arctic.

4. SENSOR-leE PHENOMENA COOPLlNG

4.1 Distribution and Boundaries
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Exeellent pietures have been obtained from spaee showing the

development and the dynamies of the boundaries between pack iee

and the open ocean. For instanee Figure 20, whieh was obtained

by the SKYLAB astronauts over the northeastern part of the Gulf

of st. Lawrenee on January 11, 1974 (Campbell et al., 1975) shows

a striking example of the iee plumes that oceur to the east of

Newfoundland and Labrador. The iee here is uneonsolidated frazil

whieh is kept from eongealing by the eontinuous passage of waves

through the plumes. These features appear to characteristically

form at the edge of the pack during periods of high winds. The

plumes can best be described as possessing a vortex type of

structure. The small plumes that are composed of slush are

elongated parallel to the surface wind. Figure 20b was taken on

January 19 over the same general area. Again the most striking

features off Newfoundland are the strongly developed plumes.

Note the marked differenee in the structuze of these plumes

compared to the ones on January 11, in thatthese plumes are

elongated perpendicular to the surface wind direetion as deduced

from the stratocumulus bands. The earlier plumes were composed

of slush, ~nile this orientation change indicates that the

present plumes are eomposed of small congealed pack ice floes

with sizes below the reselution of the photograph.

A good example of the type of detailed information that is

available, from a LANDSAT image on a clear day, on the

distribution of open leads and thin ice azeas within the pack is
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shown in Figure 21. This image is interesting in that it

contains a variety of thin ice as revealed by the varied grey

tones in the image. This should be contrasted with the LANDSAT

spring image shown in Figure 1(b) which only contains thick ice

(> 1 m) and open water. Eecause of the striking albedo changes

• that are observed between open water or thin ice, and ice thicker

than say 50 cm, the structure of open and newly refrozen leads

4t can many times be observed through thin cloud layers.

Lead structure as obtained from a high resolution,scanning

microwave radiometer on board NASAls Convair 990 over the Bering

Sea is shown in Figure 7 (Gloersen et al., 1974). The leads are

located near the edge of the southerly advancing Bering Sea ice

cover on February 20, 1973. The ice concentration is 84%. The

boundary between the ice (grey ice) and the water is very

distinct and sharp in this imagery. In many cases along the

edges of the leads one can see thin blue lines. These lines

indicate that the brightness temperature is lower due to the

averaging effect of water and first-year ice within the beam of

the antenna. This becomes very distinct in the ESMR imagery

obtained from NIMBUS-5 shown in Figures 8 and 10.

From the previously presented examples of SLR imagery it is

quite evident that often bcundaries within the pack are very

distinct, e.g. see the leads around the AIDJEX Big Bear shown in

Figure 12. Unfortunately, in many cases it is not possible to

distinguish open water from thin ice in ice infested waters. An
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example of this is seen in Figure 18. The bottom eentre of the

SLR image represents open water and thin ieee The presenee of

open water was deduced due to the motion of the ieebergs.

determined from two SLR images taken at 20 min. intervals • If

thin iee had been present. the ieebergs would either have been

stationaryor two thin lines would have been visible due to the

rough edge eaused by the ieeberg moving through tbin ieee It

should also be remembered that inasmuch as SLR primarily senses ~

surfaee roughness as opposed to iee thiekness, and that in

principle thick undeformed first-year may be as flat as skim iee

in a newly formed lead. the identifieation of newly formed leads

in SLR imagery is to a eonsiderable extent a matter of pattern

reeognition.

4.2 Morphol29Y

The ability to distinguish between open water. thin iee,

first-year iee and multiyear iee is, of course, very important.

For example both thiekness and physieal properties differ greatly

between first-year and multiyear iee. Generally speaking first

year iee is smooth on the surfaee while the edges of first-year

floes and iee fields are ratber angular. In eontrast, multiyear

iee is generally rough on the surfaee while the edges of the

floes are rounded. This change in the geometrie eharacteristics

of the iee is due to the fact that the melt which takes plaee

during the summer modifies the surfaee, and also that the general

"grinding" interaction between floes whieh with time tends to
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round-off corners. These events are eoupled with the formation

of.melt ponds and hummoeks on the originally flat first-year iee

surfaees. If this proeess is repeated over a number of years,

the surfaee relief may beeome very pronouneed.

visual observations, aerial photography and to some extent

SLR reveal these features permitting, for example, the

preparation of maps whieh show the eoneentration of first-year

and multiyear iee. As one ean see, this is done more by

eircumstantial evidenee rather than by direet observations of the

material properties. The diffieulty in distinguishing between

such geometrieal features inereases depending on the amount of

snow on the iee. A large amount of snow will often smooth out

many of the surface features of multiyear ice making it difficult

to distinguish mul~iyear from first-year ieee

IR scanners are not very useful in ~istinguishing thiek

first-year iee from mUltiyear ieee However, they ean readily

distinguish different varieties of thin iee, as weIl as, thin iee

from thiek iee (Gloersen et al., 1974).

Passive mierowave radiometers, integrate the reeeived

eleetromagnetie radiation emmitted from the surfaee over a

re~atively large area, therefore the resulting brightness

temperature is generally independent of surfaee roughness.

The melt proeess during the summer not only modifies the

surfaee features as mentioned earlier but also extensively

ehanges the material properties themselves. consequently the
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dieleetrie properties of first-year and multiyear iee differ

signifieantly and the distinetion between these two important iee

types using passive mierowave radiometers beeomes quite elear.

Figures 5, 6, and 8 represent good examples of this eapability.

The ability of SLR and passive microwave radiometers to
I

penetrate snow in most eases eliminates the eamouflaging effeet

snow has on ieee

•

In theory SLR should be as effeetive in distinguishing first ~

from multiyear ice as shown by the results of the seatterometer

in Figure 19. Unfortunately, the art of processing SLR signals

obtained over ice has not progressed to the point which will

permit this. In most cases, SLR imagery is still being used in a

similar manner as aerial ~hotography.

To obtain an idea of the distribution of surfaee roughness

in the Arctie Ocean, Hibler (1975) has determined, by using laser

profilometer data, some regional ridge height distributions.

Figure 18 shows three height distributions for the Northern

Canadian Archipelago, the area near the North Pole and the

Beaufort Sea. The distributions indieate that the trend is from

heavily to lightly ridged iee respeetively. It is feasible that

the altimeter on SEASAT-A mayaIso give quantitative broad scale

information on this sUbject.

4.3 Thickness

Thiekness of sea iee is probably the most important

parameter for many transportation, engineering and elimatological
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applications. To date, there is no remote sensing instrument

available which can directly measure the thickness of grey, first

and multiyear ice. However, there are some promising

developments in radar probes taking place (Bogorodskii and

Tripol'nikov, 1974); Campbell and Orange, 1974; Chudobiak et al.,

1974) which will be able to measure the time delay in an ice

cover from which, combined with the dielectric constant, the

4t thickness can be determined from a helicopter or a fixed wing

aircraft.

As mentioned in the previous section IR techniques provide

same possibilities for determining the thickness of thin ice up

to 0.80 m depending on how cold the air temperature is (Gloersen

et al., 1974).

SLR imagery can be used to infer ice thickness via the

identification of ice types but such a method suffers for the

reasons given in the morphology discussion.

On the other hand, passive microwave radiometers and

scatterometers can i~entify ice types from which the thickness

can then be inferred. The accuracy of the ensuing result depends

on the sophistication of the assumed ice growth model. At best

it can give a representative average value over a large area

(Meeks, et al., 1974).

In the case of fresh water ice and glacier ice the situation

is somewhat different. Opera tional systems are currently

available which will measure directly the thickness of fresh
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water ice. These have come to use primarily in the st. Lawrence

Seaway and Great Lakes (Vickers et al., 1973; Chudobiak, et al.,

1974; Page and Ramseier, 1975).

4.4 Properties
I

Figure 23 illustrates a typical example of the salinity,

density and temperature profiles of first and multiyear ice. In

first-year ice the salinity is usually high both near the surface

and at the bottom of the ice sheet. The density is nearly

constant, except possibly near the upper surface where in some

cases, it is lower. The temperature profile is generally linear

during most of the year. In multiyear ice the salinity increases

with depth, starting with a salinity of near zero in the ice that

is above sea level. The density is also lower in the top part of

multiyear ice covers. The temperature behaves in a similar

fashion as in first-year ice. In addition, there appears to bea

pronounced change in the internal structure of the upper (above

water level) portions of sea ice that occurs during the first

melt season. At this time thecolumnar, crystallographically

oriented structure produced by initial crystal growth changes

over to an equi-axed structure showing a random crystal

orientation.

The dieleetric properties also vary substantially from

first-year to multiyear ice (Vant et al., 1974). Figure 24

summarizes the dielectric 10ss estimates obtained by a variety of

investigators (Hoekstra and cappillino, 1971; Bogorodskii and
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Tripol' nikov, 1973; Vant et al., 1974 and Vant et al., 1975 to

name a few). The dashed curve summarizes the preliminary results

obtained during the 1975 spring AIDJEX program (Vant, personal

di scussion). These n ew results indica te that the losses in

first-year ice are much less than previously believed. This is a

significant result because it will aid in the interpretation of

microwave signatures significantly and suggests that it should be

possible to design radar probes that measure the sea ice

thickness directly.

4.5 Dynamics

Visible sensing systems such as LANDSAT have produced some

highly useful results when applied over a large geographical area

during an entire ice season (spring to fall) (Ramseier et al.,

1974). However, the operational usefulness of such sensors is

very restricted because of the limitations in daily coverage

associated with the satellite orbit coupled with the cloud cover

restrietion. Passive and active microwave sensors on the other

hand, are not limited by such restrietions and are capable of

providing synoptic coverage. For instance, in Figure 6 a number

of features can be traced over several days. The ice motion

averages about 4 km a day to the west. The overall motions are

complicated by the alternating anticyclonic-cyclonic activity

over the area during this ~eriod (Campbell et al., 1975).

Dueto the higher reselution of,SLR imagery, similar but

more detailed dynamic studies can be made. V.V. Bogorodskii and
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V.S. Lohschilov (personal communication) have during the spring

of 1973, made a SLR map of sea ice along the entire shipping lane

north of the Eurasian continent. This map was made with the

Toroz 16 GHz, real aperture system, and it appears that this

system is now being used operationally for ship routing along the
I

northern sea route. an-going studies using SLR imagery as part

of the Canadian and USA continental shelf programs and AIDJEX are

being pursued by the authors.

In most cases, snow cover acts as a camouflaging layer over

the ice. The usefulness of visible sensors becomes very limited

once the ice is covered by a snow cover. If the ice cover is not

too thick, IR imagery is still useful in locating thin ice.

The advantage of active and passive microwave sensors lies

in the fact that as long as the snow is dry, i t i stransparent to

microwave radiation. All areas of thick ice shown in the SLR

Figures 12-18 were snow covered. similarly, the passive

microwave images shown in Figure 5-8 and 10 had snow on the ice.

For the amount ofsnow encountered in the Arctic, the effective

emissivity is not much affected at the shorter wavelengths.

Preliminary results obtained during AIDJEX 1975 indicate that

vertically polarized microwave measurements are nearly

independent of the amount of snowpack (-180C) encountered as

compared to horizontally polarized measurements which are

strongly affected. The effect of liquid water in the snow on the
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microwave emission ,from snow is striking. The emissivity at a

wavelength of 8 mm increases from 0.78 to near unity as the

liquid water content of the surface layer increases fram 0 to 1%

(Edgerton et al., 1971). These effects are similar in both the
•

vertical and horizontal polarizations. As the liquid water

• content in snow on multiyear ice increases during the melt season

the emissivity of the multiyear ice will approach the value for

first-year ice. This has been observed in the ESMR images

(Gloersen and Salomonson, 1975, Figure 19). However, this does

not represent a serious problem inasmuch as ice type differences

can easily be observed based on images taken during the dry snow

period. However, it should be possible to map the progress of

the melt season in the Arctic Ocean by studying microwave

imagery.
I

5. SENSORS/TASK CCUPLING

•
5.1 Research

The basic reason for acquiring remote sensing data on all

forms of floating ice is to apply it to theoretical models so as

to achieve a cause and effect understanding that will ultimately

lead to a predictive capability. The models may be either highly

elaborate numerical ones requiring frequent observations of

numerous ice parameters or simple conceptual ones requiring

occasional observations of one parameter.

In discussing models of floating ice, two scale distinctions

are necessary. The time scale is of fundamental importance in
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determining the types of sensor to be used in a given model. On

a time scale basis, models can be divided into two types:

dynamic models requiring observations on an hourly or daily basis

and climate models requiring them on a weekly, monthly, or

seasonal basis. The second scale distinction is the spatial

scale. Small scale models, say of a given estuary or segment of

coastline, require distinctly different sensor resolutions and

areal coverage than do oceanic scale models.

5.1.1 lce Dynamics Models

Large scale dynamic ice models of pack ice, such as the

AlDJEX model, require short time scale, high resolution images

covering large spatial areas. Since the ice pack exists in

regions of prolonged darkness and frequent cloud cover, the need

for ~ll-weather, day or night sensors is essential. In short,

these sea ice models are the most demanding ones of all floating

ice models in their remote sensing requirements. Therefore, all

of the sensors discussed above have some applications to these

models.

During periods of darkness or extensive cloud cover, the

remote sensing needed as input to the dynamic models can be

acquired by satellite-borne active and passive microwave sensors.

The SAR would provide the high sI2tial re solution and synoptic

sequential images necessary to map the ice velocity vector

fields, the changing distribution of leads and polynyas and the

variations in the edges of the pack. The passive microwave
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sensors would provide data on the ice type, concentration, and

divergence. Multifrequency passive microwave sensors can also

provide, on an all-weather basis, data on surface snow

accumulation rate, total snow amount, and the ice (not snow)

surface temperature.

During periods of sunlight and minimal cloudiness, pack ice

can be observed by visible and infrared sensors as weIl as by the

microwave. Under these conditions. these sensors provide

additional air/surface interface temperatures and the familiar

visual ice signatures. The latter are invaluable because of the

vast experience with visual observations by the community of ice

scientists.

The 'same sensor coupling given above for sea ice applies as

weIl to lake and river ice. with the important difference that

the microwave sensors can be used to determine the thickness of

the ice. Such observations are also less demanding on the

observational system. since only mesoscale areas are involved.

Active microwave systems also appear to be the preferred

sensors for acquiring data for dynamic models of ice shelves.

Just as in the ice caps in which they originate. dynamic waves

occur as a result of the flow produced by variations in mass

balance. These waves have amplitudes ranging fram several to

tens of meters and wavelengths in the order of one to ten

kilometers. easily resolvable by satellite-borne altimeters.

Also.subsurface ice features can be observed with the satellite-
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borne SAR. A key term in the mass balance of iee shelves is

their ealving rate, whieh eould be aeeurately measured for the

first time by using repetitive SAR observations.

5.1.2 Climate Models

The full speetrum of remote sensing needs required by polar
I

elimate models is deseribed in detail in the POLEX land POLEX 11

reports published by the National Aeademy of Seiences, 1974. In

this seetion, we wish to address the floating iee satellite 4t
observations pertaining to ocean-atmosphere interactions in the

polar regions.

Climate models require iee remote sensing data that are both

of lower spatial resolution and are obtained at larger time

intervals than for iee dynamies models (see Table 1). The two

primary forms of floating iee that relate to elimatie variations

are sea iee and shelf ieee Sea iee is a fundamental part of

large-seale elimatie processes because it undergoes great annual

and seasonal variations in areal extent, its presenee eauses the

significant alteration of the albedo of large oceanie areas, and

it serves as an effective insulator in the oeean-atmosphere heat

exchange. lee shelves are also an important aspect of climate

remote sensing, not because they are ordinarily prime movers in

ehanges in climatic processes but because their variations are

related to climatie change.

Because lower spatial resolutions are required for elimate

studies and because these data must be obtained on an all-weather
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day or night basis, passive microwave sensors are again ideally

suited. The frequency of coverage required by climate models is

assured since ESMR and SMMR systems will be flown on satellites

that are designed for more frequent observations for other

purposes. In short satellite systems designed for acquiring data

for floating ice dynamic models will collect, as part of their

mission, all such data required by theelimate models.

5.2 operations

5.2.1 Transportation

Sea iee remote sensing from satellites has the eapability of

assisting surfaee shipping in iee-infested waters in two main

elasses of problems. The first of these is the problem of

prediction of iee conditions for either the Ulong ll - term or the

lIshort" - term future. Here by "longll we mean 1 to 10 years in

advance (information that rnight be used for planning) and by

"short" we refer to 1 day to 2 weeks (useful in short term

routing). The seeond problem is the one of speeifying theiee

conditions as they exist at any instant.

In long term predietion, rapid assessment of current

eonditions is not essential. Almost any senso~ could eonceivably

be of use if it assists in either ealibrating by measuring such

parameters as the iee thiekness distribution or in validating

operational numerieal models for iee drift and deformation.

Therefore information colleeted by visual, IR and active and

passive mierowave sensors would be useful in providing
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documentation on the state of the pack as a function of time.

The exact parameters that would be measured from the imagery

would, of course, depend u~on the requirements of the specific

model being used. These requirements would also change with time

as the science of sea ice modeling changes. One important point
,

about long term problems is that sensors that cannot penetrate

clouds ean still be extremely useful in that you always have

enough time to have a day when eonditions permit your favourite

sensor to see the ice.

The problems of specifying the state of the iee at any

instant in time and of short term forecasting are quite similar

from a remote sensing point of view in that both require real-

time or near real-time information. The ship eaptain needs to

know where the line of least resistanee is loeated in the

vieinity of his ship. He eannot wait for a elear day to make his

deeisions. Tbe same is true of operational short term forecasts;

to prediet the state of the iee tomorrow, you need to know its

state today. The most promising sensor in this area is SAR whieh

with its map-like format, ability to diseern leads and highly

deformed ice areas, its usefulness in studying ice drift and

deformations and its all-weather eapability make it extremely

attractive. To be able to provide near real-time SAR proeessing

and transmittal to ships is a large order that would, however,

seem to be possible within the next few years. It should not be

hard to eonvinee maritime operators who are used to utilizing
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ships radar of theutility of SAR imagery. Passive microwave

imagery would also be useful but only if a significant increase

in resolution ean be aehieved. The problems of rapid processing

of mierowave data are also severe.

5.2.2 Coastal Engineering

The coastal engineering problem is rather different than the

transportation problem in that it is primarily a design problem.

As such one is more interested in extremes than in averages: what

are the largest ice pile-ups, the highest drift rates, the

thickest iee, the largest iee. forces. Many of these problems

cannot at present be addressed from satellibes inasmuch as the

items of interest (iee thiekness, pressure ridge characteristies,

iee strength) are either below the resolution of the sensor or

simply cannot, as yet, be adequately measured remotely. Aireraft

based systems such as laser profilometers, iee-thickness radar,

and standard photography are, of course, very valuable.

satellite systems that would be of use are SAR which could

provide valuable information on iee drift rates and deformation

patterns and on the location of large areas of near coastal

ridging and LANDSAT whieh would permit the determination of floe

size distributions, the relative amount of brash iee that is

present, and should when used in eonjunction with SAR, ass ist in

the'identifieation of ice island fragments •.

5.2.3 Surveillanee
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Non-military surveillance is becoming increasingly important

in areas of endeavour such as oil pollution control, and

fisheries surveillance. This is due to the stepped up

exploration of non-removeable resources offshore and in the

arctic, and the strang interest coastal states are taking in
I

managing a 200 mile economic limit, as proposed at the Law of the

Sea conference. For example, Canada in 1972 passed the arctic

waters Pollution Prevention Act which extends sovereignty (or

control) 100 miles offshore above 60 oN, half way between

Greenland and Canada in the NE and along longitude 141 oW.

To be able to control these zones established by national

and international laws, all-weather remote sensing is required

due to the large areas involved. These areas are for many

coastal states located in ice infested water and regions which

have predominantly a permanent ice cover for most of the year.

Another aspect concerns the surveillance of man's activity

in remote areas. A good example is shown in Figure 13. A drill

rig on an artificial island is located near the southern end of

the SLR image. The regular pattern just west of the drill rig

represent plowed trenches in the snow cover on top of shore fast

ice. The dark lines south of the drill rig are plowed roads on

ice, whereas the curved lines north of the rig are pressure

ridges.

The type of sensors and systems required for such activities

are of the type planned for SEASAT. It is envisaged that SAR
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would provide the basic information with support of passive

microwave radiometry.

5.2.4 Biological Aspects

lce infested oceans are, because of the logistical

difficulties involved, places of meager biological observations.

Yet in terms of biomass productivity the Bering Sea and the

Antaretic Seas are among the most prolific areas on Earth.

Remote sensing offers the only means to accurately assess the

p~oductivity of these regions and to monitor the populations of

critical species. These observations are especially important

now and in the next few years since many of the large sea

animals, such as the mammals, are at the point of extinetion due

to oceanic pollution and over hunting.

Although most sea life can only be sensed indirect!y by

observing the way in wh,ich certain species affect their

surroundings, such as the colour change of the sea surface due to

plankton blooms, recent work shows that large sea mammals can be

sensed directly (Ray and ~artzog, 1975). In the Bering Sea

Mammal Experiment (BESMEX) walrus herds have been observed by

airborne infrared images and their population estimated. 'In

BESMEX the walrus is used as an indicator species, and by

observing its distribution and relating its variations to sea ice

dynamics it is hoped that the,biological health of the walrus and

other associated species can be monitored.
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Whether or not sea mammals can be observed directly by

satellite is yet to be seen. Shapiro and Burns (personal

communication) are using LANDSAT imagery to map the distribution

of various ice types in the Bering and Beaufort Seas that are

associated with seals and walrus. By coupling these data with

usual population estimates of these species from aircraft, it is

hoped that accurate population estimates and migration patterns

can be obtained.

Again the dynamics and morphology of sea ice must be

observed on an all-weather, day or night basis if the techniques

now being explored are to be made truly useful. Therefore high

resolution active microwave sensors may prove to have great

potential in biological studies of anima1s associated with

f 100 ting ice.

6. VIEW TC TEE FUTURE

6.1 Future Ice Programs

6.1.1 U.S.-Canadian continental Shelf lce Research

Both Canada and the U.S. are focusing a number of their

research programs on the development of the natural resources of

the arctic continental shelves and the arctic islands. In the

U.S. the main current activity concerns itself with the NOAA

(BLM) outer continental shelf arctic offshore program for the

northern Bering Sea and the Chukchi Sea, While in Canada the

Beaufort Sea program is terminating, the arctic islands pipeline
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program has just commenced and a high arctic islands offshore

program is on the drawing board.

It is clear that these programs should be concerned to a

major extent with remote sensing from satellites. Unfortunately

this is not the case. Instead, aircraft are being employed with

a variety of sensors as a stop gap measure. When SLR is used it

is in aircraft which have limited range or can fly only

occasionally and at great cost. This kind of approach is very

expensive and at the end does not provide the necessary data base

for a comprehensive understanding of the environmental factors

being sensed.

6.1.2 Polex

The Polar Experiment (POLEX) is a polar research program for

both hemispheres proposed by the soviet Union (Treshnikov et al.,

1968; Borisenkov and Treshnikov, 1971). The U.S. contribution to

POLEX (National Academy o"f Sciences, 1974) discusses the

experiment in detail. The objectives as defined for GARP (Global

Atmospheric Research Program) of which POLEX is a part are

twofold:

First GARP objective: An understanding of the transient

behaviour of the atmosphere as manifested in the large-scale

fluctuations that control changes of the weather; this would lead

to increasing the accuracy of forecasting over periods from one

day to several weeks.
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second GARP objective: An understanding of the factors that

determine the statistical properties of the general cireulation

of the atmosphere, which would lead to better understanding of

the physical basis of climate. In order to fulfill these

objectives in the frame werk of POLEX the POLEX panel recommends

that maximum use be made of remote-sensing and unmanned data

buoys. It recognizes also that some data is available from

satellites, but no systematic analysis program exists that would

be useful for climate studies. Furthermore, it does not seem

practical to have long term observational programs based on

manned stations. The emphasis should be towards creating a

useful meteorological and oceanographic data set from satellite

observations.

NIMBUS-G, SEASAT-A and its followers will be ideally suited

for acquisition of the kind of information required to better

understand the influence of polar regions on world climate.

6.1.3 Nansen Drift station

The Fridtjof Nansen Drift station project proposes to freeze

a decommissioned U.S. Coast Guard icebreaker into the ice pack of

the Aretic Ocean at the edge of the continental shelf in the area

north of the Lena Delta. ~he ship would then serve as a

scientific platform as it drifts with·the ice over the North

Pole. It would then emerge from the pack after a time period of

2 to 3 years in the vicinity of Svalbard. Because the drift of

the station will follow the general path of the Trans-Polar Drift
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stream, there will ce a chance to observe the metamorphisis and

dynamics of the ice as it changes from' first to multiyear ice in

the principal drift feature in the Arctic Ocean. Both satellite

based and aircraft based remote sensing techniques will

undoubtedly be,useful in this program. Presumably radar ice

thickness measurements, microwave and IR radiometer observations

and laser profilometry would be performed fram the helicopters

based on the icebreaker. It might be possible to supplement

these observations with SLR arid microwave imagery obtained during

the resupply flights. Finally an overview of the general ice

area around the ship t;:latfoDTl could be provided by LANDSAT and

NOAA imagery. SAR measurements from SEASAT would also be

extremely useful during the start and finish of the drift if the

satellite orbit was changed so that imagery could be obtained up

to 80 o N. If the northern-most limit of SEASAT coverage remains

at 75 0 N the Nansen drift track will almost completely be out of

range. Even so the drift,track is sufficiently far removed from

standard satellite receiving stations that the sensor data will

have to ce recorded on "on board" tape recorders for later play

back at a time that the satellite is over a receiving station.

Inasmuch as the tape recorder capacity onboard most satellites is

both limited and failure prone (if past satellites can be used as

a guide), this may weIl prove to be the weak link in developing

an adequate satellite program for the Drift station.

6.1.4 operational Ice Forecasting
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Operational ice forecasting is probably the most important

and costly service governments provide to industry and agency

operations. It has to be general and precise enough to be useful

to a multitude of diverse users such as in marine operations,

coastal engineering, and oil and gas industry to name·a few.
I

Current practise is to have ice observers on aircraft, whomap

the ice conditions by eye, aided in some cases by IR scanners,

laser profilometers and search radars. These map include,

besides open water and fast ice, four different concentration

levels of ice for five different ice conditions such as thickness

and floe size. There parameters, given above are the principal

ones used in the Gulf of st. Lawrence and Bering Sea. The number

of parameters increases considerably if one includes ice

conditions in areas eontaining multiyear and fully developed

first-year ieee
\

This requires the ice observer to be very judicial, and to

have an exceptional ability for the synthesis and assimilation of

synoptieal information. The limited areal coverage severly

reduces the general usefulness of this kind of operation except

if a large number of aireraft and observers are at hand.

# In order to optimize this type of operation to yield the

eeonomic benefits which have been identified by McQuillan and

Clough (1975), and Nagler and MCCandless, (1975) SEASAT must

involve not only the aequisition of the neeessary information,

but also its reduction, analysis, the integration of various
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sensor results, interpretation and the near real-time

distribution of the final ~roduct. The format or formats of the

final product should be designed in sucha way to enable: the

operator to use it in tactical situations; and the forecaster to

use it for aseries of short to long term forecasts. The

climatologist requires the same type of information for his

research.

6.2 The Ideal operational lce Satellite System

Increasing scientific and commercial interest in the remote

sensing of floating ice indicates the need for operational

satellite specifically designed for these purposes. lt is clear

that an operational satellite has to have an all-weather, day or

night capability. Furthermore, to achieve the desired frequency

of coverage and to image the areas of interest a number of

satellites in a polar orbit will be required.

In order to achieve the required high resolution imagery it

will be absolutely necessary to utilize aetive microwave systems •

The current contemplated L-band SAR for SEASAT-A may not give all

the necessary details required but possibly in conjunction with

an added X-band frequency system could provide a complete data

set. Amultifrequency passive microwave scanner of higher

resolution than the current SMMR planned for NIMBUS-G and SEASAT

A is another basic requirement for an operational satellite.

combining the data products of MSAR (Multifrequency
. ,
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Synthetic Aperture Radar) with SMMR would provide the necessary

basic information for an operation~l ~ce satellite.

As pointed out earlier the me HlOd s a rrl procedures employed

to get the information in an integrated form to the user is a

formidable task in itself. Thf~ basic requirement is to have
I

near-real time irnagery in the users hand, at great distances from

the receiving station, within a few hours of obtaining it. This

will require the transmission of the various sensor data to some

sort of command and control centre (Morley and Clough, 1975)

where the reduction, analysis, integration and interpretation

takes ~lace. The final product should go via cammunication

satellite, or in some cases over telephone lines, back to the

user. If the final product is an image it has to be of very high

quality at a price the user can afford.

It is encouraging to note tbat some progress is being made

in the implementation of similar information systems. This

progress may prove very beneficial to the planners of the future

operational satellite systems. For example shaw (1975) and

Gedney et al., (1975) have shown that near-real time transmission

of satellite imagery and real-time transmission of SLR imagery

respectively, can be accomplished successfully with a resulting

high quality user product.

Finally the proposed SEASAT-A satellite scheduled for launch

in April 1978 will provide an excellent data base for the type of

information required in an operational ice satellite system. It
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is hoped that international cooperation will prevail in putting

an operational SEASAT-type system together.
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9. PIGURE CAPTIONS

1. NOAA, LANDSAT and U-2 imagery obtained over the same iee
area in the Beaufort Sea at essentia11y the same time on 21
June 1974:

(a) NOAA ~IRR image, the arrow on the 1eft points to
Barrow, A1aska: the arrow on the right points to a
large lead that is also visible in (b). Carefu1
examination revea1s many iee features, (f1oes and
leads) thatare also visible in the LANDSl\T image:

(b) LANDSAT image from the Beaufort Sea north of Barter
Island, Alaska; the arrow on the right indieates a
large lead visible in the NOAA image (a) while the
arrow on 'the left indieates an unusual' shaped
"branching" lead that is visible in the U-2 photograph
(c). The LANDSAT image is185 km on a side;

(c) U-2 photograph of the Beaufort Sea north of Barter
Island, Alaska: the arrow indieates a lead that is also
visible in the LANDSAT image but not in the NOAA image.
Plight elevation was 20,000 m. .

2. Sonar profile of the underside of the Aretie pack ice
obtained from I1.M.S. Dreadnought during its North Pole
cruise in Uarch 1971: both profiles show the ice canopy at
83 U, 06 E (Swithinbank, 1972).

3. DMSP image of Northern Alaska on 22 April 1975 (with Barrow
indicated by the arrow) and the Aretie OCean. The lead
patterns which were only poorly visible on the normal ~IR

image were enhanced by spreading the 16 grey shades over a
25 K temperature interval bounded on the upper end by the
freezing temperature of sea water.

4. IR image of CSS Dawson trave11ing south through the ice ·in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence during January 1974. ~le warrnest
temperatures (black) are given by the open water and the
ships smoke-stack. The thickest iee (white) was
approximately 40 crn (Dunbar and Weeks, 1975).

5. False-co1our ESHR image (A = 1.55 crn) co11ected on the NASA
CV-990 aircraft over the AIDJEX areas, Beaufort Sea:

(a) I'losaie obtained on 15 l1arch 1971 from 11 km a1titude
with image centred at about 7 qct 6 'N, 131" 17 'W. The
AIDJEX eampsite is within the eirele.

(b) Hosaic obtained on 12 April 1972 fram 11 km altitude
with image centred at about 75°N, 150o

W. The AIDJEX
camp is within the circle at the bottom of the image.
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6. Successive false-colour ESMR image strips collected between
4 and 23 April 1972 of sea ice of the western Beaufort Sea
from lIarrison Bay, Alaska to 74" N.

7. False-colour ESUR image collected on 20 February 1973 on
NASA CV-990 aircraft over the DESEX area, Dering Sea. The
image ,is centred near 61" 24 IN, 176" 24 IN.

8. False-colour ESMR mosaics collected over the northern
hemisphere on' 11 January 1973 and, 8 September 1973 depicting
s~asonal changes'in the Arctic sea ice canopy.

9. Seasonal variations of sea ice in the northern hemisphere.

10. False-colour ESMR mosaics collected over the southern
hemisphere on 15 December 1972 and 26 February 1973
depicting seasonal changes in the Antarctic Sea ice canopy.

11. Seasonal variations of sea ice in the southern hemisphere.,

12. SLR'image of AIOJEX area taken by DND Argus Aircraft with a
Uotorola AN/APS 940 real aperture radar during April 1975.
The dark spot in the centre of the image is the AIDJEX camp
"Big 13ear". Light areas indicate 10\'1 returns and dark areas
indicate high returns. Image was taken by the port antenna
with theaircraft flying in a northerly direction.

13. SLR image of 11cKenzie Delta area taken by the ONO Argus
Aircraft \'1ith a l1otorola AN/APS 94D real aperture radar
during April 1975. Image was taken by the port antenna with
the aircraft flying in a northerly direction. Light areas
indicate low return and dark areas high returns. Uote the
man-made disturbances of the snow cover on the shore fast

, ice at the beginning of the image. Dlack lines across the
image are time reference marks.

14. SLR image of the ''lestern part of Lake Superior taken by a
Hohawk aircraft ''1 ith the Hotorola AN/APS 94C real aperture
radar on 6 February 1974. The dark areas indicate low
returns and the light areas indicate high returns (Vickers
et al., 1 973) •

15. SLR image of area just west of lIarrison Bay, Alaska taken by
a U.S.G.S. Uohawk aircraft with a Hotorola AN/APS 94XE1 real
aperture radar during April 1974. The image includes
Naluakruk, Okalik and part of Teshekpuk Lakes. Note the
differences in radar returnfrom lakes which at the time the
image was made were covered with 2 m of ice (Sellmann et
al., 1975).
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16. SLR ,image with HcKenzie Delta channels and lakes taken by
the Drm Argus aircraft ,·lith a Hotorola AN/AllS 94D real
aperture radar on April 1975. Image was taken by the port
antenna which was used to image the main channel twice at 90
to each other. The light areas indicate low returns and the
dark areas indicate high returns.

•

17. SLR image of Peterman Glacier, northwest Greenland taken by
- the DND Argus aircraft with a r1otorola AU/APS 94D real
aperture radar on Uarch 1975. Dark areas indicate high
returns ,and light areas lm-I returns. The aircraft was
flying in an easterly direction.

18. SLR image of icebergs off the coast of Cape Atholl, near
Thule, Greenland taken by the DND Argus aircraft with a
Motorola AN/APS 94D real aperture radar on Harch 1975. Dark
areas indicate low returns and light areas high returns.
The image was taken by the port antenna while the aircraft
was flying in a southerly direction. I _

19. Photo mosaic, scatterometer and passive microwave radiometer
profiles of line A taken by CCRS C-47 aircraft over the
AIDJEX camp area during April 1975. The polarization for
the 13.3 GHz scatterorneter is in the IlV mode and the
increase in scattering is plotted downward. The vertical
polarized profile of the 37 GHz passive microwave radiometer
(Aerojet Electrosystems) is plotted with increasing
brightness temperature upwards. Note the plateau areas of
the microwave data taken at 45 forward corresponding to the
lead at the beginning and the first-year ice at the end of
the photo mosaic.

20. SKYLAB-4 images taken by the astronauts over the Gulf of St.
Lawrence -

(a) 11 January1974, NE part of Gulf of St. Lawrence,
Straits of Belle Isle. Note the frazil ice plumes
parallel to the wind direction.

(b) 1 January 1974, NE part of Gulf of St. La,~ence,

Straits of Belle lsle. Note'the consolidated ice pack
and ice plurnes perpendicular to the wind direction.

21. L1\NDSAT (HSS-7) image of pack ice in the central Beaufort
Sea (77 0 52'U" 1380 04'1'1,30 Uarch 1975). The image is 185
km on a side.

22. Ridge height distributions taken in February 1973. ~ach

distribution was taken from a laser track approximately 40
km in length and the average number of ridges per kilometer
above 4 ft (1.22 m) is denoted by ~l for each distribution.
The two-parameter fit is indicated by dashed lines with the
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actua1 data being solid. Distribution a, was observed at
approximately 1at. 83° N., 10ng. 85e> ~v., b at 1at. 87C"N.,
10ng. 162"tv., c at 1at. 70"N., 10ng. 139c W. The mean ridge
heights for distributions a, band c were 1.93 m, 1.70 m,
and 1.57 m respective1y (Hib1er, 1975).

23. Depth profiles of salinity, density and temperature for
first-year and mu1tiyear ice obtained during April 1975 at
the AIDJEX camp. The schematic of the core is shown on the
1eft hand side of the profiles indicating the structural
changes in the ice cover.

24. Summary of the die1ectric 10ss data for ice of a standard
sa1inity and of a standard temperature. The dashed 1ine
indicates the trend of the 1975 AIDJEX resu1ts obtained by
Vant (personal communication).
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(a) NOAA VHRR image, the arrow on the left
points to a large lead that is also visible
in (b). Careful examination reveals many ice
features, (floes and leads) that are also
visible in the LANDSAT image.

(b) LANDSAT image from the Beaufort Sea north of
Barter Island, Alaska; the arrow on the right
indicates a large lead visible in the NOAA image
(a) while the arrow on the left indicates an
unusual shaped "branching" lead that is visible
in the U-2 photograph (c). The LANDSAT image is
185 km on a side .

(cl U-2 photograph of the Beaufort Sea north of
Barter Island, Alaska; the arrow on the right
indicates a large lead that is also visible in
the LANDSAT image but not in the NOAA image.
Flight elevation was 20,000 m.

• •
FIGURE 1. NOAA, LANDSAT and U-2 imagery obtained over the same ice area in
the Beaufort Sea at essentially the same time on 21 June 1974.



FIGURE 2. Sonar profile of the
underside of the Arctic pack ice
obtained from H.M.S. Dreadnought
during the North Pole curise in
March 1971: both profiles show
the ice canopy at 830 N, 060 E
(Swithinbank, 1972).
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FIGURE 3. DMSP image of Northern Alaska on
22 April 1975 (with Barrow indicated by the ~
arrow) and the Arctic Ocean. The lead
patterns which were only poorly visible on
the normal VHR image were enhanced by
spreading the 16 grey shades over a 25

0
K

temperature interval bounded on the upper
end by the freezing temperature of sea water.
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FIGURE 4. IR image of CSS Dawson trave11ing south through the ice in the Gu1f of
St. Lawrence during January 1974. The warmest temperatures (b1ack) are given by
the open water and the ships smoke-stack. The thickest ice (white) was
approximate1y 40 cm (Dunbar and Weeks, 1975).
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FIGURE 9. Seasona1 variations of sea ice
in the northern hemisphere.

FIGURE 11. Seasona1 variations of sea ice
in the southern hemisphere.
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FIGURE 5. Fa1se-color ESMR images (A=1.55 cm) co11ected
on the NASA CV-990 aircraft over the AIDJEX areas,
Beaufort Sea •

FIGUPB 6. Successive false-color ESMR image strips
collected between 4 and 23 April 1972 of sea ice of the
western Beaufort Sea from Harrison Bay, A1aska to 740 N.

FIGURE 7. Fa1se-co10r ESMR image collected on 20
February 1973 on NASA CV-990 aircraft over the BESEX
area, Bering Sea. The image is centered near 61

0
24'N,

176
0

24'W.

FIGURE 8. False-color ESMR mosaics collected over the
northern hemisphere on 11 January 1973 and 8 September
1973 depicting seasonal changes in the Arctic sea ice
canopy.

FIGURE 10. False-color ESMR mosaics collected over the
southern hemisphere on 15 December 1972 and 26 February
1973 depicting seasona1 changes in the Antarctic Sea
ice canopy.
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FIGURE 12. SLR image of AIDJEX area taken
by DND Argus Aircraft with a Motorola AN/APS
real aperture radar during April 1975. The
dark spot in the center of the image is the
AIDJEX camp "Big Bear". Light areas indi
cate low returns and dark areas indicate
high returns. Image was taken by the port
antenna with the aircraft flying in a

. northerly direotion.

FIGURE 13. SLR image of McKenzie Delta area
taken by the DND Argus aircraft with a
Motorola AN/APS 94D real aperture radar
during April 1975. Image was taken by the
port antenna with the aircraft flying in a
northerly direction. Light areas indicate
low return and dark areas high returns.
Note the man made disturbances of the snow
cover on the shore fast ice at the
beginning of the image. Black lines across
the image are time reference marks.
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FIGURE 14. SLR image of the western part of Lake Superior taken by a Mohawk aircraft with
the Motorola AN/APS 94C real aperture radar on 6 February 1974. The dark areas indicate low
returns and the light areas indicate high returns (Vickers et al., 1973).
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FIGURE 15. SLR image of area just west of Harrison Bay,
Alaska taken by a U.S.G.S. Mohawk aircraft with a
Motorola AN/APS 94XEl real ,aperture radar during April
1974. The image includes Naluakruk, Okalik and part of
Teshekp~k Lakes. Note the differences in radar return
from lakes which at the time the image was made were
covered with 2m of ice (Sellman et al., 1975).

FIGURE 16. SLR image with-McKenzie Delta channels and lakes
taken, by the DND Argus aircraft with a Motorola AN/APS 940
real aperture radar in April 1975. Image was taken by the
port antenna which was used to image the main channel

, 0
tWlce at 90 to each other. The light areas indicate
lew returns and the dark areas indicate high returns.



FIGURE 17. SLR image of Peterman Glacier, northwest Greenland taken by the DND
Argus aircraft with a Motorola AN/APS 94D real aperture radar in March 1975. Dark
areas indicate high returns and light areas low returns. The aircraft was flying
in an easterly direction.

FIGURE 18. SLR image of icebergs off the coast of Cape Atholl, near Thule,
Greenland taken by the DND Argus aircraft with a Motorola AN/APS 94D real
aperture radar in March 1975. Dark areas indicate low returns and light
areas high returns. The image was taken by the port antenna while the aircraft
was flying in a southerly direction.
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FIGURE 20. SKYLAB-4 images taken by the astronauts over the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

(a) 11 January 1974, NE part of Gulf of St.
Lawrence, Straits of Belle Isle. Note the
frazil ice plurnes parallel to the wind
direction .

(b) 19 January 1974, NE part of Gulf of St.
Lawrence, Straits of Belle Isleo Note the
consolidated ice pack and ice plurnes
perpendicular to the wind direction.

•

FIGURE 21. LANDSAT (MSS-7) image of pack ice in the central
Beaufort Sea (77 0 52'N, 1380 04'W, 30 March 1975). The image

is 185 km on a side.
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FIGURE 23. Depth profiles of salinity,
density and temperature for first-year and
multiyear ice obtained during April 1975 at
the AIDJEX camp. The schematic of the core
is shown on the left hand side of the
profiles indicating the structural changes
in the ice cover.
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FIGURE 22. Ridge height distribu
tions taken in February 1973. Each
distribution was taken from a laser
track approximately 40 km in length
and the average number of ridges
per kilometer above 4 ft (1.22 m)
is denoted by ~n for each distri
bution. The two parameter fit is
indicated by dashed lines with
the actual data being solid.
Distribution a, was observed at
approximately lat. 830N, lang •
850~., b at lat. 87~N., long.
162 W, c at lat. 70 N., long.
l390W. The mean ridge heights
for distributions a, band c
were 1.93 m, 1.70 m, and 1.57
m respectively (Hibler, 1975).
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FIGURE 24. Summary of the
dielectric loss data for ice
of a standard salinity and of
a standard temperature. The
dashed line indicates the
trend of the 1975 AIDJEX
results obrained by Vant
(personal communication).
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